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Motorcycle Workbench

Much more than just a platform scissor lift, the MWB600 is designed specifically for motorcycles. At the front, it 
features a pneumatic clamp to safely secure a motorcycle wheel in position; this area of the lift is hinged and can 
drop down to facilitate easy wheel removal. The back of the lift features a removable central panel, which also 
enables easy wheel removal.

The technician can raise the lift to the perfect height to work on different areas of a motorcycle,
up to a maximum platform height of 1,200mm. The MWB600’s heavy-duty structure, powerful
hydraulics and precise control give this workbench an incredible price to performance ratio.

n  Lifting capacity 600kg
n Max. lifting height 1200mm
n Min. height 80mm
n Platform dimension 2300 x 750mm
n Lifting time 23 seconds
n Electric power 230V/400V
n Motor power 1.1kW
n Weight 345kg

TECHNICAL DATA
KEY FEATURES

n  Designed specifically for motorcycles

n  Special features front and rear allow for easy wheel removal

n  Pneumatic wheel clamp

n  Double cylinder design

n  Includes optional extension kit

n  Power unit equipped with pressure overload valve

n  24V safety control

n  Safety alarm during final stage of lowering phase

n  Homologated and certified to European Directive EN1493:2010
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7.9 SET UP AND ADJUSTMENTS 

7.9.1 LOAD LESS CHECK 

Carry out two or three complete cycles of lowering and lifting and check: 
 the lift for reaching its safety height 

WARNING: please follow carefully the instructions in the 
coming paragraph for avoiding damages on the lift. 

7.9.2 CHECK WITH LOAD 

Carry out two or three complete cycles of lowering and lifting and check: 
 the lift for reaching its safety height 
 no leakage and blow-by 
 cylinder operation

7.9.3 BOLTS AND NUTS CHECK 

After carrying out the checks with load, make a visual inspection of the machine and check bolts 
and nuts for proper tightening. 

7.9.4 MOVABLE PLATFORM EXTENSION AND RAMP  

In order to operate on the motorcycle wheels, the platform extension with the clamping device can 
be folded under the platform when the lift is completely lifted, and the ramp can be push back into 
the platform. 

In order to fold the platform extension, please unscrew the screw a little bit (Fig.15-1) so that it can 
be raised up to have the hook (Fig.15-2) out of the screw, then pulled forward for the rotation.
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